Abstract. Generally, an alcoholic's brain shows explicit damage. However, in cognitive tasks, the correlation between the topological structural changes of the brain networks and the brain damage is still unclear. Scalp electrodes and synchronization likelihood (SL) were applied to the constructions of the EGG functional networks of 28 alcoholics and 28 healthy volunteers. The graph-theoretic analysis showed that in cognitive tasks, compared with the healthy control group, the brain networks of alcoholics had smaller clustering coefficients in β1 bands, shorter characteristic path lengths, increased global efficiency, but similar small-world properties. The abnormal topological structure of the alcoholics may be related to the local-function brain damage and the compensation mechanism adopted to complete tasks. This conclusion provides a new perspective for alcoholrelated brain damage.
Introduction
Alcoholism has the third largest impact on human health and physical ability [1] . Chronic drinking can lead to alcohol-related brain damage (ARBD), including brain structure changes, which show up as grey matter change [2] , white matter deficits [3] , mild brain atrophy [4] , frontal system damage [3] , corpus callosum atrophy [5] , and brain cognitive function damage [6] which includes working memory deficits [7] , executive function damage [8] , a weakened capacity for processing complex information [9] and an impaired sense of smell [6] . Moreover, chronic alcohol abuse can cause malnutrition and liver dysfunction, which can result in serious diseases, such as Wernicke encephalopathy and Korsakoff syndrome [4] .
EEG technology can record the electrical activity of the brain non-invasively with high temporal resolution, and it is convenient to collect and inexpensive. Thus, it has been widely used in the studies of pathological mechanisms, and clinical manifestations of diverse neurological diseases (e.g. epilepsy) [10] , mental disorder (e.g. depression, ADHD) [11] , and neurodegenerative disease (for example, Alzheimer's disease and ARBD) [12] , meanwhile, in the research of different cognitive functions [13] . Generally, quantitative analysis methods of EEG data primarily include time-domain analysis, frequency-domain analysis, time-frequency analysis, and the nonlinear dynamics theory. A new research approach involves using the complex network method to analyze the EEG data.
The human brain is a highly complex structural network consisting of numerous neuronal cells that are connected through synapses. Based on the physical structure of the brain, spontaneous activities of neuronal cells and stimulated synaptic transmissions make neural activities between neuronal cells and the nervous system coordinated, and together form a complex functional network [14] . Therefore, using the complex network theory to study the topological structure of the structural network and functional network can reveal the structural and functional changes of the brain under disease or cognitive tasks, and further understand the pathomechanism and cognitive functions of the brain [15, 16] . To date, there has been very little research done on the functional networks in alcoholism. In this study, the EEG functional networks in alcoholic and the control group have been developed and analyzed by graphtheoretic analysis method, which is one of the methods of the complex network theory, to reveal the topological changes of the functional network of the brain.
Data and method

Data
All the information in this paper comes from the data set of the University of California, Irvine, used for machine learning. This original data set recorded the multi-channel EEG time sequences of two groups, which included 77 alcoholics and 45 participants of the control group. In this experiment, the data of channe-61 scalp EEG in two sets of volunteers was collected, and the electrode position was based on the 10-20 system of international standard, the sampling set at 256Hz, using the modified working-memory task experimental paradigm. Every participant did 120 experiment tasks, and every task was randomly chosen from three different experimental conditions, including single stimulation, double matching stimulation and double nonmatching stimulation. Single stimulation (S1) means presenting only one picture, double matching stimulation (S2 Match) refers to presenting two identical pictures within a short time, and double no-matching stimulation (S2 No Match) means presenting two different pictures within a short time. Moreover, no answer was needed for single stimulation, but the participants under double stimulations were required to judge whether the two figures were the same and press buttons to reply. More specific details about the participants and data description are shown in [17] . In this study, the data of 28 alcoholics and 28 healthy volunteers under three experimental conditions (S1, S2 Match, and S2 No Match) for eight seconds (2048 time points in total) were chosen for further analysis, since the data was incomplete due to lack of concentration and wrong replies given by volunteers. In addition, mastoid reference electrodes focus on the long-distance connections at the expense of small scale details [18] , so the reference electrode was transferred to an average reference electrode and ocular artifacts were removed.
Wavelet packet decomposition
In the human brain, different neuron oscillation frequencies have a close correlation with the functional activities of the brain [19] . Wavelet analysis is a usually used method in decomposing of signal frequency.
Considering the deficient resolution of wavelet decomposition (WD) in high frequency band, we used wavelet packet decomposition (WPD). WPD is efficient than WD for frequency decomposing, and it can be further decomposed high frequency signal as well as low frequency signal. Here, the EEG signals are decomposed into 7 levels, using Daubechies 4 (db4) for mother wavelet to distinguish the usable signal. All of EEG data was decomposed into five frequency bands: δ (0-4Hz), θ (4-7Hz), α (7-13Hz), β1 , and β 2 (20-30Hz).
Network construction
Network construction primarily chooses the nodes and edges. In this case, scalp electrodes were chosen as the nodes, and there were 61 nodes in total. The correlation intensity between the nodes, which is the dependencies between the time sequences of the two electrodes, was usually measured by the synchronization. Since the cognitive activities of the brain are based on coordination between several nervous systems or brain areas, the quantitative analysis of the synchronization can provide some proof for the research on functional brain integration [20] . Herein, synchronization likelihood (SL) was used to evaluate the interdependence between two nodes [21] and the calculation parameters were chosen by time-frequency characteristics of the data [22] . In fact, SL, used for measuring the linear and nonlinear interdependence between two time serials, is one of the measurements for generalized synchronization, and it has been widely applied in the studies of EEG brain networks because of good noise immunity and excellent show in non-stationary data. The 61*61 correlation matrix R can be achieved by the calculation of SL between every pair of nodes. The elements R ij in the matrix represent the dependent intensity of the two corresponding nodes. Choosing an appropriate threshold T and binarizing the correlation matrix results in the adjacency matrix A. If R ij ě T, then A ij " 1, which means the corresponding two nodes have an edge. Otherwise, A ij equals 0, indicating there is no edge between the two nodes. Therefore, different threshold values lead to different numbers of edges, and influence the metrics of the network [23, 24] . To compare the pure differences of the network topological structures, the comparison of complex networks should be under equal numbers of nodes and edges [25] .
Density, the linked number in the binary matrix divided by the maximum possible linked number, was used to confirm the number of network edges. To exclude the influence of single density on the network property, larger scale densities are used and the network properties under each density have been compared. It has been proved that the human brain is a typical highly-efficient, low-consumption small-world network [26] . Therefore, small-world characteristic, the basic property of the brain network, can be used to confirm the scale of density. So fake linkage can be removed maximum possibly while small world property is guaranteed according to following method [27, 28] . The rules specify that: (1) The average degree of the constructed network should be bigger than 2ˆlog N, where N means the number of nodes; and (2) The small-world property σ of the constructed network of all subjects should be bigger than 1.2. According to these rules, in this study, the scale of density is 12-40%, and the brain networks of every density are constructed with a 2% increasing step-size.
Network metrics
Graph theory is one of the most important mathematical tools used to analyze complex networks. In this theory, a complex network is described as a graph. Graph G (V, E) consists of the set of nodes V and edges E. If any pair of nodes (i, j) and (j, i) corresponds to the same edge, then the network is an undirected network; otherwise it is a directed network. If every edge is given a weight, then the network is a weighted network; otherwise it is called an unweighted network. The EEG network constructed here is an undirected and unweighted network. In a graph theory for analyzing the EEG network, common network metrics include clustering coefficient, characteristic path length, global efficiency and local efficiency. These attributes describe properties of the brain network in functional segregation (clustering coefficient and local efficiency) and functional integration (average path length and global efficiency) [15] . In contrast, small-world index can measure both the segregation and the integration of the network. The small-world network indicates a higher clustering coefficient and shorter path length, and combines the topological advantages of both random and regular networks, so it guarantees the high efficiency of message delivery on a global and local level [14] .
The clustering coefficient of node i is defined as the existing edges between neighbor nodes (linked by a direct edge) divided by the maximum possible number of edges between neighbor nodes, as shown in Formula (1):
Here k i is the number of neighbor nodes of node i, E i is the existing number of edges between k i nodes, and the clustering coefficient of the whole network (C) is the average of the clustering coefficients of all nodes.
The characteristic path length (L) is defined as the average of the shortest path of any two nodes in a network as shown in Formula (2):
Here N is the number of nodes, L ij is the shortest path length of two nodes i and j. The concept of global efficiency is brought up because the disconnected nodes in the network lead to infinite shortest path length [29] , so the global efficiency (E g ), which is defined as the inverse of the harmonic mean of the shortest path length between each pair of nodes, is the comprehensive indicator of the message transfer delivery speed in a network, and it can be calculated by the Formula (3) as shown below:
The small-world property σ is quantified under the base of the random network [30] , as illustrated in Formula (4), where C random and L random represent the clustering coefficient and characteristic path length of the random network, respectively. In this study, for every density, 50 random networks were derived and the average of C and L was calculated for C random and L random, respectively. When σ is much bigger than one, it indicates that the network is a small-world one, and the bigger the value is, the stronger the small-world property is. 
Results
Clustering coefficient
It has been proposed that the clustering coefficient C in the brain networks of the alcoholics and the control group changes over different densities. As shown in Figure 1 , within the density scale of 12-40%, when the density is enhanced (an increased number of edges in the network), C in the two categories showed monotonous increasing trends. In the S2 Match tasks, the clustering coefficients C of the brain networks in the alcoholics group and the healthy control group are clearly dissimilar under various densities (p ă 0.05, KS test). This is also true for C in the S2 No Match tests, which revealed an even bigger range of the densities. All the results mentioned to this point show only in the β1 bands. On a side note, in all the figures in this paper, HC means healthy control, AL means alcoholic, error lines represent 95% confidence interval, and ‹ means that there exists significant differences between two groups (p ă 0.05, KS test).
To characterize the differences of the network property in the entire density range instead of relying on a single threshold, the area under the curve (AUC) of the network property, which is sensitive to the changes of network topological property [28] , was introduced and calculated. Since the evident difference of C in two groups only exists in β1 bands, the AUC analysis was performed in this area under the increasing size-step of 2% within the density range of 12-40%, and tested by KS. As illustrated in Figure  2 , the C of the alcoholics is obviously smaller than that of the healthy control group, both in S2 Match tasks, (p " 0.021019, KS-test) and S2 No Match tasks (p " 0.003842, KS-test). 
Characteristic path length
As shown in Figure 3 , all the characteristic path lengths of the two groups in the different densities are significantly different. The evident difference of the two volunteer groups was in the density range of 18-36% for the S2 Match tasks (p ă 0.05, KS-test). As for the S2 No Match tasks, it was in the range of 12-40% (p ă 0.05, KS-test). Similar to the results of C, all these differences exist only within the β1 bands.
The AUC test results for the characteristic path lengths L of the two volunteer groups in 12-40% density within the β1 bands are shown in Figure 4 . The AUC values of the characteristic path lengths L for the alcoholics are much smaller than the healthy control group both in S2 Match (p " 0.021019, KS-test) and S2 No Match tasks (p " 0.000168, KS-test).
Global efficiency
Since the global efficiency E g is the harmonic inverse average of the characteristic path length, the E g values of the two groups is increasingly monotonous, and the evident difference between the two groups shows up in the same range of density as the one in the characteristic path length within β1 bands, as shown in Figure 5 . More specifically, the significant differences of E g values of the two groups exist in every density in the range of 18-36% for S2 Match tasks (P ă 0.05, KS-test) and 12-40% for S2 No Match tasks (P ă 0.05, KS-test). As shown in Figure 6 , within β1 bands, the AUC values for the global efficiency of the alcoholics in the density of 12-40% are significantly higher than that of the healthy control group, both in S2 Match tasks (p " 0.00934, KS-test) and S2 No Match tasks (p " 0.00516, KS-test).
Small-worldness
The small-worldness σ values the topological structure of the network as a whole. As shown in Figure  7 , in β1 wave bands, there was no difference between the alcoholics and the healthy control groups in any densities for S2 Match tasks. However, in the S2 No Match tasks, there were slight differences in a small number of densities. In addition, no difference exists in any other bands. Moreover, the AUC test results for the σ of the two groups in the densities of 12-40% are nearly the same.
Discussion
The main objective of this study was to find the differences in the global properties of functional brain networks of alcoholics and healthy individuals under working memory tasks. The results show that with the increase of density, which refers to the increase of edge amounts, the clustering coefficient C increases monotonously (Figure 1) . However, the AUC test results show that the C values of the alcoholics in the 12-40% densities are much smaller than that of the healthy control group, which is in accordance with previous research [31] . The clustering coefficient is the measurement of local linkage. The relatively smaller C indicates sparse local linkages of brain networks in alcoholics. Many reports reveal that when alcoholics participate in memory-related tasks, the synchronism between the brain activities in α and β bands is weakened [31, 32] , especially for some areas in the forehead and parietal lobe [33] , indicating weakened functional linkages in these regions. In addition, DTI shows that structural components of the white matter in the local brains of alcoholics are damaged, and this influences the working-memory ability [34] .
As shown in Figure 3 , the characteristic path length L decreases monotonously with the increase of densities. This is because larger amounts of edges allow more direct links between nodes, resulting in shorter average path lengths. As for the AUC results (Figure 4) , the L of alcoholics in the whole density range is markedly smaller than that of the healthy control group in cognitive tasks, due to longer links between more distant brain areas in the networks of alcoholics. Previous research also found that farther brain area links will exist in the anterior cerebellum systems of alcoholics to guarantee completion of cognitive tasks [7] , which indicates that the brain networks of alcoholics tend to randomize their networks. This random network trend is also revealed in other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's [35, 36] .
The global efficiency E g is the harmonic inverse average of the characteristic path length, so the shorter the average path length is, the higher the global efficiency. Therefore, the global efficiency increases monotonously with the increase of density ( Figure 5) . Moreover, the global efficiency of alcoholics is significantly higher than that of the healthy control group in the S2 tasks as showed in Figure 6 . That could be due to local cognitive function damage in alcoholics, they need high-level cognitive systems (more performing systems) to accomplish the same cognitive tasks. This result is powerful proof to the theory that alcoholics try to compensate damaged cognitive ability with high-level cognitive systems [37] , which has been proposed in other studies of alcoholics [38, 39] .
More interestingly, the difference between the groups changes in tasks of different complexity. As shown in Figure 2 , the clustering coefficient of alcoholics is much smaller than that of the healthy control group (p " 0.021019, KS test) in the S2 Match tasks, and this trend gets stronger in the S2 No Match tasks (p " 0.003842, KS test). Similar results are found in the characteristic path lengths and global efficiency (Figure 4, 6) , where the differences between the two groups in the S2 No Match tasks are greater than those in the S2 Match tasks. Even though the AUC test of small-world-ness σ for the two groups was similar, there were evident differences in the two groups under partial densities in the S2 No Match tasks. However, no differences were found in the S2 Match tasks (Figure 7 ). This may be because the higher complexity of the S2 No Match tasks enlarges the difference between the two groups.
Some valuable findings were revealed in this study on the topological structure changes in the brain function networks of alcoholics, but all these conclusions are based on the EEG data collected when subjects were involved in working-memory cognitive tasks. There is still no information available on the performance of brain function networks of alcoholics in a resting state. Further studies on comparing the changes of brain function networks in a resting state and cognitive tasks can be performed in the future to explore the relationship between the topological brain structure of alcoholics and cognitive functions.
Conclusion
The EEG functional networks of the alcoholics and the healthy control group under cognitive memory tasks have been compared by graph-theoretical analysis. It was found that the topological structure of the brain networks of alcoholics is significantly different from that of healthy controls. Network measurements shows that, in β1 bands of 13-20Hz, the clustering coefficients and characteristic path lengths of brain networks of alcoholics are much smaller than those of healthy controls, but the global efficiency showed the opposite is true. This indicates that compared to the brain networks of the healthy control group, those of the alcoholics have sparse local functional links and an ever-increasing number of longer links. These abnormal topological structures of the alcoholics may be related to local-function brain damage and the compensation mechanisms adopted to perform tasks. This conclusion provides a new perspective for alcohol-related brain damage and the pathological mechanism of related diseases.
